Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) images have inaccurate CT numbers because of scattered photons. Thus, quantitative analysis of scattered photons that affect an electron density (ED) curve and calculated doses may be effective information to achieve CBCT-based radiation treatment planning. We quantitatively evaluated the effect of scattered photons on the accuracy of dose calculations from a lung image. The Monte Carlo method was used to calculate CBCT projection data, and we made two calibration curves for conditions with or without scattered photons. Moreover, we applied cupping artifact correction and evaluated the effects on image uniformity and dose calculation accuracy. Dose deviations were compared with those of conventional CT in conventional and volumetric intensity modulated arc therapy (VMAT) planning by using γ analysis and dose volume histogram (DVH) analysis. We found that cupping artifacts contaminated the scattered photons, and the γ analysis showed that the dose distribution was most decreased for a scattered photon ratio of 40%. Cupping artifact correction significantly improved image uniformity; therefore, ED curves were near ideal, and the pass rate results were significantly higher than those associated with the scattered photon effect in 65.1% and 78.4% without correction, 99.5% and 97.7% with correction, in conventional and VMAT planning, respectively. In the DVH analysis, all organ dose indexes were reduced in the scattered photon images, but dose index error rates with cupping artifact correction were improved within approximately 10%. CBCT image quality was strongly affected by scattered photons, and the dose calculation accuracy based on the CBCT image was improved by removing cupping artifacts caused by the scattered photons.
Introduction
A kilo-voltage cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) system mounted on a linear accelerator has become available for image guided radiotherapy. The main purpose of CBCT is to improve the accuracy of target localization in radiation therapy [1] . CBCT can verify not only tumor position but also tumor regression or progression on each radiation treatment day. Furthermore, if CBCT images are also available for accurate dose calculation, a planned dose distribution can be verified every treatment day [2] . Consequently, we can avoid excessive radiation doses and calculate a dose distribution that considers modification of the target before or after each radiation therapy. Therefore, we can use CBCT images for adaptive radiation therapy (ART) [3] . However, CBCT images are degraded by scattered photons and cannot provide an accurate CT number; hence, such images cannot be used directly for accurate dose calculation.
In previous studies, degradation of accuracy in calculated dose distribution has been shown when original CBCT numbers were used for dose calculations; therefore, replacement of CBCT numbers with conventional CT numbers has been suggested [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Richter et al. studied several conversion methods of CBCT numbers measured under different conditions by using two phantoms and 33 patients [4] , and Hu et al. used an approach to make a conversion curve for each patient by using CBCT images acquired on the day of the planning CT [5] . These proposed methods can improve the accuracy of pixel value conversion between the CBCT and conventional CT number [4] . However, an appropriate conversion curve depends on the treatment conditions, such as data acquisition modes and amount of scattered photons. Consequently, several conversion curves for different data acquisition modes or target sizes, including patients' sizes and regions, are required for improvement of CBCT number conversion accuracy. Using a method with CBCT density override, Fotina et al.
investigated CBCT and conventional CT number adjustment techniques by using image segmentation and an ROI mapping method [7] . These approaches were most robust against CBCT image quality and shown to provide good results; however, they were adversely affected by the differences in the accuracy of structure segmentation and organ deformation between the CBCT and CT image [9] .
If we could reconstruct a CBCT image by using accurate Hounsfield unit values, we could improve the accuracy of dose calculations by using a quantitative image value without having to use several CBCT number replacement methods.
Therefore, this approach can save time in the CBCT based re-planning and adaptive planning process. However, image quality of CBCT was affected by the scattered photon and the beam hardening artifact. In previous studies on scattered photon correction methods for CBCT images, several algorithmic methods have been proposed for estimating and correcting scattered photons in the CBCT projection data. Zhu et al. proposed the blocker-based method that allows approximate characterization of the scattered photons in the shadow of the blocker [10] . Moreover, Maltz et al. [11] and Sun et al. [12] investigated the scatter kernel deconvolution studies, which used Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, and Thing et al. [13] applied these methods to patient-specific scatter correction.
MC simulation offers a potentially accurate method for scatter estimation, but applying MC-based correction to a specific CBCT image is limited by the high computational complexity associated with the large simulation time and the need for an acceptably low noise level [14] .
Adequate level of scattered photon reduction in the CBCT image for accurate dose calculation can be a goal of these CBCT image improvement methods, however, knowledges of amount for reduction of scattered radiation to achieve dose calculation with acceptable precision accuracy using CBCT has not been known. Thus, quantitative analysis of the scattered photons that affect a calibration curve of CBCT number to electron densities and calculated doses may be effective information for achieving CBCT-based radiation treatment planning. This type of investigation is possible to reveal the CBCT image quality for accurate dose calculations in patients.
In this study, we quantitatively evaluated the effect of scattered photons on the accuracy of dose calculations by using CBCT images. We simulated the CBCT projection data of an electron density (ED) phantom by using the MC method and made calibration curves of CBCT pixel numbers to several electron densities, including various ratios of the scattered photons. Similarly, we calculated patient lung images and converted CBCT pixel numbers to electron densities by using these calibration curves. Additionally, we determined the relationship between the accuracy of calculated patient dose and the amount of the scattered photons in CBCT images. Moreover, the effects of cupping artifact correction on CBCT images and on image uniformity were also investigated along with the dose calculation accuracy for CBCT images with cupping artifact correction.
Material and Methods

Data Acquisition of the ED Phantom Image and Curves
The MC method was used to calculate CBCT projection data of an ED phantom.
This calculation system was in-house program, and we calculated transport of only photons with kilovolt energy using a random number generator with the Mersenne twister for calculating probability of interactions [15] . We simulated a data acquisition system by using a 40.0 × 30.0 cm 2 flat-panel detector. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the CBCT projection data acquisition, and Table 1 shows the data acquisition conditions. In this simulation, the number of photons used was 0.1 M, and we emitted these photons in the cone direction from a point source that was located just under the center of the detector surface. The distances from the source to the rotation axis and the detector were 100 cm and 150 cm, respectively. The CBCT projection images were acquired by using an Figure 1 . Geometry of the CBCT system with ED phantom. we defined the scattered photons as the photons involved in these interactions.
The calculation accuracy of this MC simulation confirmed that counts of attenuated photons and energy spectrum coincide with the theoretically calculated value with an accuracy within 1.0%.
For the CBCT pixel number conversion curves of the ED phantom, which consisted of the ten density specification materials (air, lung, adipose, breast, water, soft tissue, muscle, liver, mineral bone, and cortical bone) were reconstructed with the MC projection data. The diameter of the ED phantom was 22
cm, and each material was 2.0 cm. The composition of the ED phantom and the details of each material are shown in Figure 2 and Table 2 [16] . This ED phantom image was reconstructed by using a filtered-back projection method with a Shepp and Logan filter [17] . The size of an image matrix was 400 × 400 pixels (40 × 40 cm 2 ) and the slice thickness was 1.0 mm. In this study, the reconstructed image was positioned on the central axis of the beam line; thus, we could not consider the effect of the cone beam angle.
We then made two types of calibration curves of CBCT pixel values to several electron densities: one was a condition that included various ratios of scattered photons and another one without scattered photons, which curve means equivalent one acquired by the multi-slice CT (MSCT). Because, detector is strictly collimated in MSCT system, thus scattered photon contaminations are very small.
The ratios of the scattered photon contaminations for each curve were successively reduced by 20% in 100% -20% from the ratio used in the previous calibra- Figure 2 . Composition of the electron density phantom. This phantom consisted of the ten electron density specification materials (air, lung, adipose, breast, water, soft tissue, muscle, liver, mineral bone, and cortical bone). 
tion curve, moreover 10% and 5% -1% scattered photon contaminations curves were obtained. Additionally, we set ten circular regions of interest (ROIs), and obtained the mean pixel value in the reconstructed image. The size of the circular ROI was 10 pixels. Using these conversion curves, we associated each ED value with the corresponding CBCT pixel value.
Lung Image Data Acquisition
To compare the effect of image quality on the accuracy of the calculated doses from the CBCT image, we acquired projection data of the lung images treated by radiation therapy for lung cancer by using the MC method under the same conditions in section 2.1, and reconstructed the lung images under each condition by including the scattered photons corresponding to each calibration curve. In this simulation, the MSCT of the lung image, which was acquired in previously, was divided into three organs (lungs, bones, and soft tissues), and linear attenuation coefficients were obtained from these three areas. Projection data of this lung image attenuated by each region according to the linear attenuation coefficients were calculated and counted with the MC method. For these lung image studies, dose distributions were calculated from CBCT images after conversion of the CBCT pixel values by using the calibration curve. As a reference dose distribution, the MSCT planning was calculated by using the standard CT value calibration curve acquired from the MSCT system.
Image Uniformity and Cupping Artifact Correction
Beam hardening and scattered photons each reduced the measured attenuation coefficients. As a result, beam hardening and scattered photons produced a common artifact known as the cupping artifact [14] [18] . In this paper, using the MC method, we simulated the projection data in a uniform water cylinder, which had a diameter the same as that of the ED phantom, and evaluated the uniformity and the profile of the reconstructed image depending on the amount of the scattered photons. The conditions of the MC method are shown in Table  1 . A parameter used to evaluate the image uniformity (t cup ) was calculated according to Equation (1), and then we acquired the attenuation coefficient from a center ( center µ ) and edge ( edge µ ) of the cylinder image.
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To correct the cupping artifact on the CBCT reconstructed image, a simple correction method assuming a uniform water object was used. In this method, we calculated ideal projection data (Rj) with an effective spectrum (Em) from the transmission distance (L(j)) of the water object in each projection, as shown in Equation (2) . In cupping artifact correction, pixel values with the cupping artifact were modified according to these ideal projected dates, therefore, both the effect of scattered photons and beam hardening were corrected with this method. Then, we created cupping artifact correction maps in every ratio of the
scattered photons, and the ED phantom image and patient lung image with cupping artifact were modified using these correction maps in each scattered photon classes.
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Moreover, the ED phantom image and the lung image were corrected for the cupping artifact, and the accuracies of the calculated doses were evaluated. In correction of the lung image, the inside of the lung image contour was replaced with water material, and similarly, correction maps in every ratio of the scattered photon contaminations were created, and the cupping artifact in lung images were modified.
Evaluation of Dose Calculation Accuracy
The differences between the dose distributions calculated from the lung CBCT image with scattered photons and from the image without scattered photons were analyzed by using the γ analysis. The criteria for the pass rate in the γ analysis were 3% of the absolute dose and ≤3 mm agreement. In this evaluation, fivefield beam conventional planning and 1-arc volumetric arc therapy (VMAT)
planning (coplanar, 6-MV x-rays) were calculated by using the Eclipse ver. 13. Figure 3 shows the reconstructed image of the ED phantom with various percentages of scattered photons. These results showed the presence of low gray value areas (cupping artifact) in the center of the reconstructed images contaminating the scattered photons. Cupping artifact correction showed that image uniformity was significantly improved in each reconstructed image. Figure 4 shows the conversion curve between the CBCT pixel value and the ED value.
Results
Reconstruction Image and Conversion Curve in the ED Phantom
These curves were generated from the ED phantom image data, and for con-
struction of these curves, a total of ten different ROIs were used. As the scattered photons were reduced, the ED curves became closer to the ideal value (curve of the primary photons). Moreover, with cupping artifact correction, the slopes of these curves approached the primary photon curve; thus, the differences between the ED values corresponding to the pixel values were reduced. Figure 5 shows the results of the reconstructed image and the profile of the water cylinder phantom. Table 3 shows the results of the image uniformity of this phantom for different contaminating ratios of the scattered photons. Cupping artifacts appeared in the reconstructed image with scattered photons. Image uniformity was most degraded at a scattered photon contamination ratio of 40%.
Image Uniformity
On the other hand, when the scattered photon contamination ratio exceeded 40%, the image uniformity slightly improved. Figure 6 shows the dose distribution in the lung image calculated from the MDCT image. Figure 7 shows the dose distribution in the CBCT image for each ED curve without cupping artifact correction, and Figure 8 shows the dose distributions with cupping artifact correction. Subfigure 7, 8A shows conventional five-field planning, and subfigure 7, 8B shows 1-arc VMAT planning. The dose distribution in the primary photon image (a) is similar to that in the MSCT image ( Figure 6(A) ); on the other hand, the images (b)-(h) of the dose distributions for different scattered photon ratios without cupping artifact correction were different from those of the MSCT plan in terms of the shape of the isodose curves near the tumor. In the conventional planning (Figure 8(A) ) and the VMAT planning (Figure 8(B) ), these dose distributions were similar to those of the MSCT planning regardless of the amount of scattered photons. Figure 9 shows the results of the γ analysis of the calculated lung images. We compared the calculated dose distributions between the MSCT image and the CBCT image. Therefore, the pass rate of the γ analysis shows the consistency of shows the 1-arc VMAT planning. The criteria for the pass rate were a 3% absolute dose and a 3-mm distance agreement.
Evaluation of Dose Distribution
the dose distribution in the MSCT planning. The pass rate of the primary photon image was near 100%; on the other hand, the pass rates of the images with scattered photons were significantly smaller than the pass rate of the primary photon image. Moreover, the pass rates of the images with cupping artifact correction were improved and did not depend on the amount of scattered photons. Table 4 and Table 5 show the results of the DVH analysis for conventional and VMAT planning. In the primary photon image, the dose differences between each organ were similar to those in the MSCT planning; thus, the mean error rates of all organs were <7%. On the other hand, in the scattered photon images, the irradiated doses were reduced, and the error rates of the dose differences were increased to the negative side. For cupping artifact correction (Table   5 ), the dose differences and error rates for each organ were improved for all scattered photon images.
Discussion
A CBCT imaging device attached to a linear accelerator can be used for correct- Figure 3 shows the results of the reconstructed image of the ED phantom. In the primary photon image (Figure 3(i), Figure 3 (ii)-(a)), each density material can be visually identified. However, as the contamination of the scattered photons increased, it was difficult to determine the position of each material density area, and cupping artifacts appeared on the reconstructed image with scattered photons. On the other hand, application of cupping artifact correction ( Figure   3 (ii)) showed that image uniformity significantly improved, but the visibility of these materials remained unclear. For the ED curves acquired from these ED phantom images, the dynamic range was smaller than that for the curve of the primary photon image, and this phenomenon was remarkable in the curves that included a high ratio of scattered photons. That is, the scattered photons in the ED phantom decrease the measured linear attenuation coefficients in the CBCT images. Moreover, the fluence of the scattered photon was depended on the location into the ED phantom, scatter-to-primary fluence ratio at the position of the center was higher than at the position of the edge in the ED phantom.
Therefore, this heterogeneity due to position dependence of scattered fluence decreased the accuracy of the ED curves including the scattered photon, because locating the density materials in the center and the edge of the ED phantom. For the ED curve with cupping artifact correction (Figure 4 (ii)), the pixel values near the center of the ED phantom image were corrected to the ideal pixel value of the water cylinder; therefore, ED curves with scattered photon contamination were closer to the ideal value (primary photon). Cupping artifact correction appeared to be an effective method for improving the accuracy of the ED curves from the ED phantom CBCT system images. Figure 5 shows the image uniformity results. Image uniformity with scattered photons was degraded by approximately 32% from the primary photon image (Table 3) . Image uniformity was most degraded (t cup : 37.7%) for images with a scattered photon ratio of 40% ( Figure 5 (scatter, 80%), and 13.8 13.5% (scatter, 100%) relative to those in the MSCT planning ( Figure 6(A) ). Moreover, the γ pass rate of the dose distribution with scattered photons at a ratio of 40% was most decreased because of the degraded image uniformity. On the other hand, in the results of the dose distribution with cupping artifact correction shown in Figure 8 , dose distributions near the tumor were similar to those in the MSCT planning, and these dose distributions did not depend on the amount of scattered photons. Therefore, results of the γ pass rates with cupping artifact correction in the conventional and VMAT planning were significantly improved, respectively, by 0.5, 2.3% (scatter, 5%), 1.6, 2.6% (scatter, 10%), 1.3, 2.4% (scatter, 20%), −0.6, 2.0% (scatter, 40%), −0.7, 2.1% (scatter, 60%), −0.5, 2.4% (scatter, 80%), and 0.4, 3.2% (scatter, 100%) relative to those in the MSCT planning. In these results, the cupping artifact correction method was more favorable to the VMAT plan, because, the area of dose deviations caused by the cupping artifact was increased in the VMAT plan than these of the conventional plan (the VMAT plan irradiated large area of the patient body than the irradiated of conventional plan). Table 4 shows the result of the DVH analysis without cupping artifact correction. In the primary photon image, results of the dose index in each organ were similar to those of the MSCT planning within the error rate of ±7%. However, in the scattered photon images, all organ dose indexes were reduced, and the error rates of the CTV mean doses in the conventional and VMAT planning with a scattered photon ratio of 40% increased by 15.3% and 13.3% more than those in the MSCT planning, for the worst case. The scattered photons decreased the measured linear attenuation coefficients in the CBCT images; therefore, the material densities in the lung CBCT images were assigned lower density values than those in MSCT planning. In Table 5 , DVH results with cupping artifact correction showed that differences in the doses of all organs between MSCT planning and CBCT planning with correction were small; thus, the error rates of the CTV mean doses with scattered photons in the ratio of 40% were decreased by 2.1% and 5.3% (conventional and VMAT planning) relative to those in the MSCT planning. Moreover, the error rates of the dose indexes for all organs were improved within approximately 10%.
The CBCT images were strongly affected by scattered photons, and the calibration table of electron density was inaccurate. In the conventional planning, the relative electron density values from the pixel values in the CBCT image was used for the AAA dose calculation algorithm. In the VMAT planning, the mass density values from the pixel values in the CBCT images were used for the Acuros XB dose calculation algorithm. In both calculation algorithms, the calculation accuracies using the CBCT images with beam-hardening artifacts were de-graded; therefore, the quality of the CBCT images needed to be corrected to achieve CBCT-based dose calculation. To achieve highly accurate CBCT dose calculations, scattered photons contamination should be maintain by approximately <5% of the total variation. Therefore, applying the scattered photon correction method and development of the anti-scatter grid for the CBCT system, which can block the scattered photons contaminating the detector, was useful for achieving CBCT-based ART. Moreover, because cupping artifact correction significantly improved dose calculation accuracy, this method was found to be an effective correction technique for dose calculations using CBCT images.
The 
Conclusion
We quantitatively analyzed the effect of scattered photons on dose calculations.
The quality of CBCT images was strongly affected by scattered photons and should be corrected to achieve CBCT-based dose calculation. We also demonstrated that the accuracy of the CBCT-based dose calculation can be improved by removing scattered photons in approximately <5% of the total variation and applying the cupping artifact correction method.
